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Computation of the Class Number and Class Group

of a Complex Cubic Field

By G. Dueck and H. C. Williams*

Abstract. Let h and G be, respectively, the class number and the class group of a complex

cubic field of discriminant A. A method is described which makes use of recent ideas of

Lenstra and Schoof to develop fast algorithms for finding h and G. Under certain Riemann

hypotheses it is shown that these algorithms will compute h in 0(|A|1/5 + E) elementary

operations and G in 0(|A|l/4 + F) elementary operations. Finally, the results of running some
3^

computer programs to determine h and G for all pure cubic fieldsâ(vD ), with 2 ^ D < 30,000,

are summarized.

1. Introduction. Let Jf be any algebraic number field of discriminant A; let G be

the class group of Jf, and h = \G\ be the class number of JT. Since G is a finite

Abelian group, it can be written as the direct product

G = C(mx) X C(m2) X • • • X C(mg),

where C(m¡) is a cyclic group of order m¡ (i = 1, 2, 3,... ,g), h = mxm2m3 ■ ■ ■ mg,

and w, divides m, whenever / > j. If n divides mr and n does not divide mr+x, we say

that rn = r is the n-rank of G. Clearly, G is noncyclic whenever rn > 2 for some n.

Recently, Lenstra [8] and Schoof [10] have extended the ideas of Shanks [11], [12]

to develop fast algorithms for computing h and G when Jf" is a quadratic field.**

Under certain Riemann hypotheses they show that their algorithms will compute h

in 0(|A|1/5+t) elementary operations. By an elementary operation we mean a single

Boolean operation on either a single binary bit or a pair of binary bits; thus, if some

procedure requires the execution of 0(g(x)) operations, then it will complete its

calculations in a length of time which is 0(g(x)).

Let p(x) be any cubic polynomial with integer coefficients, which is irreducible

over the rationalst. Let Ap, the discriminant of p(x), be negative, and denote by 8

the real zero of p(x). In this paper we will show how the ideas in [8] and [10],

together with those developed in Williams, Dueck and Schmid [15] and Williams

[16], can be combined to produce fast algorithms for finding h and G when

Off =£(§). Just as in the quadratic case, these new algorithms, under certain

Riemann hypotheses, will compute h in 0(|A|1/5+E) elementary operations and G in
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(9(|A|1/4 + f) elementary operations. We also provide a brief summary of the results

of running our computer programs which compute G and h for the pure cubic fields

JT= â(f~D).

2. Some Observations Concerning the Ideals of &x. We will assume from this

point forward that Jt = J2(8) above, and Qx is the ring of all the algebraic integers of

Jf. We say that any ideal a of dx is primitive if it has no rational integer divisors. It

has been shown by Voronoi [13] that any primitive ideal of 0X has a unique

basis {ax, a2, a3), where ax = P, a2,a3 e 0X, a2 = P'(m + 8)/t, and a3 =

P"(n + n'S + 82)/to2. Here P, P', P" > 0; t, a, P, P', P", m, n, n' e Z; and

0 < m < tP/P', 0 < n' < raP'/P", 0 < n < t2oP/P". The values of a and t are

invariant for any fixed Jf, and tVA = Ap. Also, (P', P") = 1, P'P"\P, P"\r2a,

and N(a), the norm of a, is PP'P". P is the least positive rational integer

in a, and we frequently denote this value by L(a). We will call [ax, a2, a3} the ca-

nonical basis of a. Given any basis of a, it is a simple matter (see [16]) requiring

0((ar2L(a))e) elementary operations to find a canonical basis of a.

Let the primitive ideals a and b have canonical bases {ax, a2, a3), {ßx, ß2, ß3),

respectively. The product ideal ab can be written as (c)c, where ceZ and c is a

primitive ideal with canonical basis {yx, y2, y3}. Now c, yx, y2, y3 can be computed

by using the method suggested in Section 9 of [16] together with the observation that

c37V(c) = N(ab). This requires that we be able to compute a few gcd's and solve

some linear Diophantine equations; hence, it is an easy matter to show that

determining these values can be done in 0((oT2L(a)L( b))e) elementary operations.

Since L(a) e a, we know that there exists an ideal a' such that an' = (L(a)).

Further, if a is primitive, then L(a) = L(a'). The determination of a canonical basis

of a', given a basis of a, can be done in 0((ar2L(a)Y) operations. When L(a) is a

prime or prime power, the basis of a ' can be found by simply using the formulas in

[13].
Let aGJi and denote by a', a" the conjugates of a. We have |«'| = |a"|. We say

that a primitive ideal a of Ox is reduced if there does not exist any a e a such that

both \a\ < L(a), \a'\ < L(a) hold, unless a = 0. If a is any ideal of Cx there always

exists a reduced ideal b of 6X such that b - a. For a given basis of a, the algorithm

in [14] will find a basis of a reduced b such that*** b - a in 0((oT2L(a))e)

elementary operations. In view of this and our preceding remarks, we are able to

deduce that if we have a basis of any ideal a of &x, we can find a basis of a reduced

ideal b such that a" ~ b in 0((nar2L(a))E) operations. We need only use the

reduction algorithm of [16] together with a power algorithm, such as those described

in Knuth [4, p. 441 ff.] (except that we multiply ideals in this case). We also point out

here that if a is a reduced ideal, then t3oP2/P'P" < ^|A|/3 ; hence, j2aL(a)

< v/|A|/3 (see [16] or [14]).

Given any ideal (from now on this will mean that we are given a basis of the ideal)

a, we can use the algorithm of Voronoi [14] to find all of the reduced ideals which

are equivalent to a. This process is described in [15] and [16]. We need only note

here that after finding a reduced ideal ax (~ a), we then use the algorithm of

***We say, as usual, that n - d if there exist a. ß e <Sr such that (a)a — (ß)b.
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Voronoi to produce a basis for each of the reduced ideals equivalent to a,, together

with a sequence of elements 0g(1), 0^\ 0j3\... of Jf, each of which exceeds 1. These

reduced ideals can be arranged in a sequence

(2.1) ax,a2,a3,...,ak_x,ak,...,

where

{L(ak^x)6^-xx)ak = (L(ak))ak_x.

Also, to compute a basis of ak from that of ak_x requires 0((ar2L(ak_x))£)

elementary operations.

If we define

«,-nV./=i
we get

(L(am)6„)a„ = (L(a„)6m)am.

We say that log(0n/0m) is the distance d(an, am) from am to an. Also, there exists an

absolute and computable constant cx such that n < cxd(an, ax) (see [16]). The

number of reduced ideals in any given ideal class is finite; at some point in (2.1) we

get û +1 = ax and 0 +x = e0 > 1, the fundamental unit of Jf. Thus d(ap+x, ax) = R,

the regulator of Jf. We call the sequence a,, a2, a3,...,a the cycle of reduced ideals

which belongs to a.

In [16] an algorithm is presented which will determine whether or not two reduced

ideals b and c are equivalent. We give a slightly different form of this algorithm

below.

Algorithm 2.1.

(1) Find a reduced ideal b ~ be' and select a value for the step size S. Put i = 1

and b, = b.

(2) Calculate and store the bases of ax = (1), a2, a3,...,as, ns+1,...,af, where

d(as, ax) < S, d(as+x, a,) > S, d(a„ a,) > 3 log|A/31 + S. Sort the above ideals

on their values of L(üj).

(3) If b, = üj (1 <y < t), then we are done, and b - c. (This part of the algorithm

is most expeditiously achieved by first searching in the sorted list of L(ay)'s above

for those which have L(b¡) = L(üj)). This can also be done by using hash coding

techniques (cf. [10]). Otherwise, put b, + 1 = a reduced ideal equivalent to b¡a's.

(A) Replace the value of /' by that of / + 1 and check that

i<Ä/(S-(l/2)log|A/3l).

If this is so, return to step (3); if not, we know that b and c are not equivalent.

The number of elementary operations needed to execute step (2) of Algorithm 2.1

is t3(S|A|e); the number needed to execute steps (3) and (4) is 0(R\A\e/S). A

modified version of this algorithm can be used to compute R in 0(|A|1/4+e)

elementary operations. If we assume the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH)

for Ç#(s), where S£ is the normal closure of Jf, then R can be computed in

0(|A|1/5+E) elementary operations. The method for doing this when Jf is a pure

cubic field is fully described in [15]. It is not difficult to apply these same ideas to

any complex cubic field.
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3. Calculation of h. If Çjr(s) is the zeta function for Jf, then

2trhR = y/\K\$>(l),

where $(s) = ^jr(s)/^(s). We can write 0(1) in terms of the Euler product

•(i)=n/(9),

where the product is taken over all the rational primes, and f(q) is determined by

how the ideal (q) splits into prime ideal factors. If we let to, q, r denote prime ideals,

we have

(i)        /(<,) = 1 when(<7) = q3;

(ii)        f(q) = q/(q - 1) when (q) = toq2;

(iii) f(q) = q2/(q2-l) when (q) = toq;

(iv)        f(q) = q2/(q-1)2 when(^f) = toQr;

(v) f(q) = q2/(q2 + q+l)     when (q) = q.

Criteria for determining how (q) splits can be found in [13] or Delone and Faddeev

[1]. It is sufficient here to note that we require qe elementary operations to determine

the value of f(q).

If we define

F(ô)=n/(?).

where the product is taken over all primes up to Q, we require 0(QX + C) elementary

operations to evaluate F(Q). Also,

Q 2

(3.1) F(Q)^U-^-—2~(ey\ogQ)2
q    (q-1)2

by Mertens' Theorem. If

t(q)= n/(?),
where the product is taken over all primes which exceed Q, it can be shown from a

result of Lagarias and Odlyzko [5] that if the GRH holds for Ç^,, then

(3.2) |l-r(ô)|<c2(log|A|Ô)//ô,

where c2 is an absolute, effectively computable constant. In fact, a value for this

constant c2 can be computed by using the conditional results of Oesterlé [9] and a

method similar to that used in Section 10 of [15]. It is this result (3.2) that permits us

to develop our 0(|A|1/5 + e) algorithm for determining R.

If we put h = 'Ne(\/\K\F(Q)/2trR), where Ne(x) is the nearest integer to x, we

have

(3.3) |Â-A|< Y = M +(c2f]A~\HQ)log(\A\Q)/27rR]fQ),

where 7] = (y/\Ä\F(Q)/2'nR) - h.
If Y < 1, then h = h. If c2Q~x/2 (log|A|Ô) < 1/6, then Y < h/5 + 1/2; thus,

Y < h/2 when Y > 1. If Y > 1, we attempt to find an integer h* such that h*\h and
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Y < h*/2; in this case we get h = h*[h/h* + 1/2]. Thus, if Q is a constant multiple

of |A|1/5, we see from (3.1) and (3.3) that

(3.4) RY= 0(|A|2/5+e),

and, as a consequence, we may assume that

(3.5) h*R = 0(|A|2/5+E).

In order to determine h, we require an algorithm to find the order or period e of a

given prime ideal to of degree 1. We first point out that if we are given the value of

the rational prime/) = N(p), it is a simple matter, using the formulas of [1] or [13],

to find a basis of p. This involves solving a cubic congruence modulo/?; however, for

small values of p this congruence can be solved easily by trial, and for larger values,

algorithms similar to those given in Williams and Zarnke [17] can be used.

Let a be a reduced ideal equivalent to to*. In view of (3.3) we know that there must

exist some m such that \m\ < Y and

(3.6) to* ~ a - to"'.

If \m\ = ki + j (0 < j < k), we see that (3.6) is equivalent to

a(to'*)'~to>       (m>0),

a'(to'*)' - pJ       (m<0).

We now search for values of i, j, and k for which (3.7) holds. We now make use of

what is essentially the baby-step-giant-step strategy of Shanks [11].

Algorithm 3.1. We consider two possible cases.

Casel(Y> R).

(1) Put k = [x/Y/R] and compute the cycles of reduced ideals which belong to

each of (1), to, to2, to3,...,to*-1. By the remarks in Section 2 we see that the total

number of ideals produced here is O(kR). We then take these ideals and sort them

(on their L values) into a list,/. Altogether, this step executes in 0(fRY\A\e)

elementary operations.

(2) Put b0 = Q, c0 = a', and compute reduced ideals b, and c, by using br+x -

br(p')A, cr+1 ~ cr(to')\ If any br or cr e/, from (3.7) we get m = rk + j when

b,. ~ to' (br is in the cycle belonging to to') or m = -rk — j when cr ~ to7. Since

\m\ < Y and y < k, we see that we must find such a value for r, where r < Y/k =
0(|A|1/5+i).

Case 2 ( Y < R). In this case we put k = 1 and j = 0 in (3.7), and we compute b r

and cr as above. Put S = fRY. We now use Algorithm 2.1 with step size S to

determine, as r increases, whether br or cr is principal. In the former case, m = r,

and in the latter, m = -r. Since S is fixed here, step (2) of Algorithm 2.1 need only

be executed once. Since a value for r must exist such that r < Y, we find that we

require a total of 0(5|A|e) + 0(YR\A\e/S) = 0(|A|1/5+e) elementary operations to

find m in this case.

Having found m, we next factor \h — m\, a task that can certainly be done in

0(\A\x/b+t) operations (see, for example, Lehman [7]), and then find the period e of

p by trying the factors of \h - m\. Since e\h, we can use h* = e if e > 2Y. If this is

not the case, we put ex = e, px = to and select another prime ideal of degree 1, D2,
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and find the order e2 of the subgroup of G which contains the ideal classes to,/, to27,

where / is the principal class. Continue this process until we find some en > 2Y.

When this occurs, put h* = en and find h. In the next section we show that this

process will require, under certain Riemann hypotheses, only 0(|A|1/5 + E) elementary

operations.

4. Calculation of G. Let hx,h2,...,hkbek reduced ideals of (¡x, each with period

a prime p, and let C, denote the cyclic subgroup of G generated by b,/. Put

E = Cx X C2 X C3 X ■ • • X Ck. We will now present an algorithm which will

determine whether or not any given reduced ideal i is equivalent to some ideal in E.

In the former case the algorithm will also determine tx, t2, t3,...,tk such that

(4.1) \~VM ••• W¿.

Algorithm 4.1. Compute jeZ such that

P' < vV + 1/R,     P' + 1 > hk+l/R-

Case 1 (s > 0).

(1) Compute a sorted list/of all reduced ideals b ~ ti^bp • ■ ■ b"' for 0 < ul■ < p.

Since there areps possible ideals of the form n*_i f)J"> and each belongs to a cycle of

reduced ideals containing O(R) such ideals, we require 0(psR\A\e) elementary

operations to perform this step.

(2) Compute pk~s reduced ideals c such that

k

c-i n *?   (o^v,<p).
1=5+1

Check whether or not any of these is in,/. If none is, then \I £ E. If we find that

k s

/=î+i    i=i

then /, = u¡ for /' < s and r, = p - v¡ for /' > s + 1. The total number of elementary

operations needed to perform steps (1) and (2) is

0(psR\A\e) + 0(pk-'[&[') = 6>((/>* + 1ä)1/2|A|e).

Case 2(s = 0).

(1) Find a reduced ideal equivalent to each ideal of the form

k

(4.2) i ni»"'   (<><«,.</>).i=i
(2) Use Algorithm 2.1 with step size S = )Jpk + xR to determine whether any of the

ideals produced in step (1) is principal. If the ideal given by (4.2) is principal, then

the values of r, in (4.1) are given by t¡ = p - u¡. If none of these ideals is principal,

then \I í E. In step (1) of this case we produce/»* < \JRpk+l ideals, and Algorithm

2.1 must be used on each of them. Since 5 is fixed, step (2) of Algorithm 2.1 need

only be executed once; hence, the total number of elementary operations required

for the execution of this case of the algorithm is

0(S|A|£) + 0(pkR\A\e/S) = 0((pk + 1R)l/2\A\e).
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We now use this algorithm in order to compute the smallest subgroup H of G

which contains qxI, q2I,. .. ,QkI, where the g, are given reduced ideals of (9X with

periods ex, e2,.. .,ek. If ei = pK'f¡, where p is a prime and (p, /,) = 1, then gf has

period pK>, and some of the ideal classes q{'I (i = 1, 2, 3,...,k) generate S , the

Sylow /»-subgroup of H. Since the problem of finding H is easy once all the distinct

Sylow /»-subgroups of H have been computed, we will assume that the periods ej

(i = 1, 2, 3,... ,k) are all positive powers of a fixed prime/».

We first find a reduced ideal f, ~ g)"1, where w¡ = p*'~x, for /' = 1, 2, 3,... ,k. We

then find those f ,'s whose corresponding ideal classes are generators of E, subject to

the constraint that the sum of their corresponding k,'s is maximal. This can be done

as follows. We suppose that we have found from among the 5 ideals ix,i2,î3,...,ïs,

v ideals i)x,t\2,b.3,... ,b,vsuch that bj (i = 1,2,3,...,v) generates C, and Ev = Cx X

C2 X C3 X ••• X Cv. For example, when s = 1, we have v = 1 and b,x = fx. We then

use Algorithm 4.1 to determine whether or not iJ+1/ e Ev. If ÎS+XI e£ Ev, then put

b,.+ 1 = f s+1 and increase v by 1. If ls+xI s Ev, then

If/»"' is the period of b, and

nm = min{«_,.|fy- * 0;j = 1, 2, 3,...,v),

we replace bm by fJ+1 and increase í by 1 whenever nm < ks+v If nm > kj+1, we

simply increase j by 1. We repeat this process until we get a value for s which

exceeds k. At this point we have found Er = E and

Sp=C(p">)xC(p">)x ■■■xC(p"r).

Note that this entire process requires 0(/c(/>,+1/c.)1/2|A|e) elementary operations. If

we know r in advance, then we need only find that ideal f, among those not

previously used to determine Er_x, with the largest period. We then put br = f and

p"' equal to the period of f. This process requires only 0(/c(/»7<)1/2|A|E) elementary

operations. It follows that if we know an upper bound b on r (r < b), then the

number of elementary operations needed to compute H is 0(k(phR)1/2\A\e).

If we make use of Corollary 1.3 of Theorem 1.2 of Lagarias, Montgomery and

Odlyzko [6], we see that if extra Riemann hypotheses involving the location of the

zeros of certain Hecke L-functions are assumed, then there exists an effectively

computable constant c3 such that if to,, to2, ¡p3,...,)pk are all the prime ideals of

degree 1 with norm less than c3(log|A|)2, then the smallest subgroup H of G, which

contains p:/ (i = 1, 2, 3,... ,k) is G itself (see the proof of Corollary 6.2 of [10]). It

follows that, under these hypotheses, we can compute a subgroup of G of order h* in

0(fh*R\A\') = 6>(|A|1/5+E) (by (3.5)) elementary operations. Also, once h is known,

we can easily find the periods of any of the to, and calculate the class group in

0(\fhR\A\e) = 0(|A|1/4+E) elementary operations.

5. Computational Results. Programs were written to find R, h, and G for the pure

cubic fields £(\fD), where D = ab2, a,b are square-free, and a > b > 0. These

programs were written in FORTRAN with some assembler language subprograms.

For the values of D which we considered, we needed no more than double-precision

arithmetic. For any D, our programs, which ran on an AMDAHL 470-V8 computer,
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produced the values of R and h and the invariants of G in a matter of seconds. We

selected the pure cubic fields in order to make the programming easier and in the

hope that we would find some interesting (noncyclic) class groups. It should be

noted at this point that Eisenbeis, Frey and Ommerborn [2] had previously com-

puted r2 for all pure cubic fields with radicand D < 10,000.

Ennola and Turunen [3] found that there were only 35 noncyclic class groups

among those for the 26,440 nonconjugate totally real cubic number fields with

discriminant < 500,000. We found that 11,637 fields out of the 24,537 distinct pure

cubic fields with radicand D < 30,000 have a noncyclic G. Of course, most of these

have C(3) X C(3) as a subgroup of G. We summarize our results in Table 1, where

we give, for each n, the frequency of occurrence of all G with rn > 2.

The only case in our table where C(p) X C(p)(p > 3 and/» prime) is a subgroup

of G occurs for D = 10,263, where G = C(90) X C(5). The largest value of h in our

table is 2412, which occurs when D = 28,365; here G = C(804) X C(3). The com-

plete table, giving for each D with noncyclic G the value of R and the class group

invariants m,, m->, m'2' has been deposited in the UMT file.

Table 1

12

18

1834

8614

24

826

27

93

1850 74
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